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Keep your timeless designs
clean and beautiful.

No matter how hard you try to keep standard glass clean,
eventually it gets ugly.
Glass exposed to hard water, heat, humidity, soap and even
cleaning agents can spot, discolor and corrode with normal use.
Ironically, the things you use to clean your glass can actually make
it look worse, no matter how hard you scrub. With CristalGuard
glass, you can have a shower, backsplash or balustrade that
maintains its original beauty long after initial installation.
CristalGuard glass is incredibly easy to clean and keep beautiful.
CristalGuard glass is a different kind of glass altogether. Its
surface is protected during manufacturing through an ion beam
process. This patented technology permanently seals the glass
surface, stopping corrosion before it starts. Which means with
just a minimal amount of cleaning, CristalGuard glass will look
as gorgeous as it did the day you bought it for years to come.
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standard glass corrodes, leaving it full of tiny pits and ridges
that attract and hold scum.
Hard water, cleaning products and even the soap and shampoo
you use every day can take a toll on standard glass. Constant
exposure to these contaminants causes a chemical reaction that
actually roughens the surface of the glass. When that happens,
spots, residues, stains and scale build up, and it becomes almost
impossible to keep your glass clean.
CristalGuard glass resists corrosion, so scum has nothing
to grab on to.
The surface of CristalGuard glass is bonded to seal the surface
against attack from chemicals and shower contaminants. Which
means your glass remains smooth and able to be cleaned. And
unlike spray-on or wipe-on treatments that eventually come off,
the coating on CristalGuard glass is permanent. So your glass
stays beautiful year after year.
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Keeping your CristalGuard glass clean is easy. Below is a
quick guide to assist you in selecting the right cleaning
product for your glass:
Water
Quality

Effective
Cleaners

Recommended
Cleaners

Recommended
Cleaning Frequency*

soft water

any glass cleaner

cif glass cleaner or
similar

as needed

hard water

any acidic glass cleaner

solution of 50% water
and 50% vinegar

approximately once
every 15 showers

hard water with
dissolved silica

cleaners with
mild abrasives

citrus based cleanser or
anti-calcaire cleanser

approximately once
every 10 showers

* Cleaning frequency recommendations are guidelines only. Actual cleaning frequency will depend upon humidity, degree of water hardness,
shower temperature, and other variables. In cases with extremely high silica content, it may be helpful to squeegee as needed between cleanings.

CristalGuard glass is covered by a 10-year limited warranty.
For warranty and other information on CristalGuard,
visit GuardianInGlass.com.
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